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Reference your MAC 02241

We will give your request for temporary depleyrnent of an

Armored ‘Brigade of two tank battalions for a five month period urgent

consideration. I do not believe that we can give a definitive reply very'

soon. Some tough decisions must be made in Washington during the next

two to three weeks. I do not anticipate any possibility of major decsions

being made earlier than the end of the month.

The Army's capability to sustain your forces has been

programmed against the deployment schedule associated with Program

5. In response to your request, the lOlst Airborne Division (less its

lst Brigade) and the 11th Brigade were deployed early. The early
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deployment increased the demand on the su‘staining base for casualty

replacements. The demand occurred prior .to the time that enough

individuals in the sustaining base were available to meet the additional

demand and still. adhere to the one year tour policy in SVN and 25 months between

tours. The urgent call for the 3d Brigade Task Force of the‘SZd Airborne.

Division complicates this situation even more and illustrates the condition

of the CONUS sustaining base. Approximately 40% of the men in the

unit deployed had 12 months or less at home. The Army is behind the

power curve with respect to meeting demands for trained manpower.

Under existing rules, we are confronted with at least a seven month lead time

in correcting this condition. These problems are the Army's to correct and

I describe them to you only to indicate the steady lealt in the reservoir

that sustains your forces. Any additional requirement from you that we

meet‘reduces the reservoir further. My job is to replenish thc reservoir.

I am making all possible representations to do this. Yesterday, the

Secretary of the Army asked for additional deliveries from Selective

Service for March and April. We will not benefit from these additions

until about September and October.

l am now weighing priority between readying the 5th Mech

Division in a configuration of l tank battalion, 5 niech battalions and

,3 infantry battalions for deployment in brigade increments with a

concurrent recovery of the brigade from the 82d Airborne Division
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and readying the remainder of the 82d Airborne division, using the

current deployment criterion of 25 months between tours. ' It appears

that the earliest that the 5th Meeh Division deployment. can begin Will be '

about Septenaber. In light of yOur reque st for 2 tank battalions, I will

alter the structure of the division to determine Whether a 2 battalion

tank brigade could be deployed to n‘leet your schedule and follow—up

progressively with the remainder of the division as rapi’rlly as we can

get the brigades ready. I still want to recover the 82d Airborne Brigade

for Western Hemisphere reserve purposes and for domestic disturbance

activity for CONUS. I lean toward the 5th Mech because I foresee a

Irequirenient for a combination fixed/mobile defense in the DMZ area

with a unit that is tailored for that mission. I would Welcome your

views as to whether or not the proposed five mechanized battalions

may be too many and whether infantry battalions should be substituted

for two or three of them.

I also foresee substantial demands for both combat and

combat service support units to strengthen the logistical infra—structure

in I CTZ. These additions constitute a major competition for many

of the resources that We will require in the 5th Mech. Division.

In summary, major decisions are required by the highest

echelons of our government before I can respond to your. request.

I have described some of the considerations involved. We will
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continue to stretch to the nuaxinquln of our ability‘ to provide

support to you.

Warm regards.
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DELIVER DURING DUTY HOURS

iThis is in addition to my WDC 2526./

In considering type of tank to deploy to SVN,

MSG Agave" AT
T'Hs TAB

the MG O does

not have a cannister round and I cannot tel] you when we can develop and

produce such a round. Some effort has been directed towar

the past three months. I am accelerating the effort.

Warm regariJ
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